Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

Melrose Place Complete Series This Aaron Spelling series -with characteristic attractive,
but not (yet) famous, casting- is set in and named after an apartment block in the West
Hollywood district of Los Angeles, just affordable -even if some take a roommate- for a
number of tweens who hope to start their adult life from there in the huge metropolis.
The early tenants include Billy Campbell, an optimistic, pleasant would be-writer, Allison
Parker, a neurotic-anal employee who has a love-hate-relationship with him, Matt Fielding,
a noble gay social worker, Dr. Michael Mancini who also acts as (unqualified)
superintendent, his partner Jane Andrews whose ambition is in fashion, handy-man Jake
Hanson -also the artificial link with Spelling hit series Beverly Hills 90210- and
photographer Jo Reynolds. At first it focuses on their neighborly and amical/amorous
relationships, but as they get started in life their professional lives introduce new story
lines, lovers and other characters, some of which become very important and/or move in,
such as Michael's hospital rival Peter Burns, Billy and Allison's boss Amanda Woodward,
Jane's crazy sister Sidney and many others, so the series evolves from a young soap to a
mix of more dramatical stories, including adultery, divorce, even violent crimes. Includes
all 226 episodes from seven seasons on 54 discs plus a ton of special features! Paramount
/ CBS
Kung Fu Season 2 "Following the explosive Season 1 finale, Season 2 picks up six months
later with Nicky and the rest of the Shen family in a great place: Nicky’s been using her
kung fu skills to keep Chinatown safe; she and Henry are only deeper in love with each
other; the death of her shifu Pei-Ling has been avenged and her killer Zhilan is behind
bars, and thanks to Jin and Mei-Li, the family’s restaurant Harmony Dumplings is thriving.
With the Shen family now in the know about Nicky’s extracurricular crime-fighting, Nicky’s
finally comfortable and at peace in San Francisco… that is, until the reemergence of
sinister billionaire Russell Tan, and the surprise appearance of Nicky’s long-lost cousin, Mia.
With the help of Henry, Althea, Ryan, Evan and Dennis, Nicky will face off against the Tan
family and become a shifu in her own right, as a new, action-packed myth unfolds in San
Francisco’s Chinatown. Warner
Poltergeist 4K Strange and creepy happenings beset an average California family, the
Freelings -- Steve (Craig T. Nelson), Diane (JoBeth Williams), teenaged Dana (Dominique
Dunne), eight-year-old Robbie (Oliver Robins), and five-year-old Carol Ann (Heather
O'Rourke) -- when ghosts commune with them through the television set. Initially friendly
and playful, the spirits turn unexpectedly menacing, and, when Carol Ann goes missing,
Steve and Diane turn to a parapsychologist and eventually an exorcist for help.
Paramount
The Lost Boys 4K Teenage brothers Michael (Jason Patric) and Sam (Corey Haim) move
with their mother (Dianne Wiest) to a small town in northern California. While the younger
Sam meets a pair of kindred spirits in geeky comic-book nerds Edward (Corey Feldman)
and Alan (Jamison Newlander), the angst-ridden Michael soon falls for Star (Jami Gertz) -who turns out to be in thrall to David (Kiefer Sutherland), leader of a local gang of
vampires. Sam and his new friends must save Michael and Star from the undead.
Paramount
They Crawl Beneath Young police officer Danny (Joseph Almani) is working on an
antique car at his uncle’s remote ranch when a major earthquake hits, pinning him under
the vehicle and leaving him bloodied, alone, and with no way to call for help. Just when he
thinks the claustrophobic nightmare can’t get any worse, something truly horrifying
emerges from the fissures in the ground, forcing Danny to engage in a brutal fight for his
life—and his sanity. Well Go
Star Trek Picard Season 2 The legendary Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) and his crew
embark on a bold and exciting new journey into the unknown: Los Angeles, 2024. Trapped
in an alternate reality by Q (John de Lancie), Picard must enlist friends both old and new
to confront the perils of 21st century Earth in a desperate race against time to save the
galaxy's future – and face the ultimate trial from one of his greatest foes. From co-creator
Alex Kurtzman and also starring Alison Pill, Brent Spiner, Michelle Hurd, Santiago Cabrera,
Jeri Ryan and Academy Award® Winner Whoopi Goldberg as Guinan, this 3-Disc collection
includes every thrilling episode and over 1 hour of never-before-seen special features,
including exclusive interview footage with Patrick Stewart. Paramount / CBS
The Twilight Zone (Reboot) Complete Series Enter another dimension with Jordan Peele
and Simon Kinberg's modern reimagining of the classic TV series. Hosted by Academy
Award and Emmy Award winner Jordan Peele and featuring an all-star cast, this complete
anthology series box set will take you on a mind-bending voyage filled with endless
possibilities. Experience all 20 episodes of contemporary, socially conscious storytelling
and journey behind the scenes with exclusive special features, including featurettes,
deleted scenes, gag reels and more! Paramount / CBS
Krypto The Superdog: The Complete Series Volume One Named Krypto by Kevin, the
lucky boy who adopts him, and aided by Ace the Bathhound and Streaky the Supercat,
the powerful canine crash-lands on Earth and takes a super bite out of intergalactic crime
and criminals in four adventures from the hit animated series. Krypto dog-paddles and
flies to the rescue of a sinking ship full of zoo animals in Krypto Scripto. Big problems
come in tiny packages: first it's a Super Powered Flea from his home planet! After
scratching that pest off his list, Krypto takes on a bigger insect problem - a giant
caterpillar - in A Bug's Strife. Finally, a really bad cat meets his match when Krypto and a
pack of powerful alien dogs curtail his feline shenanigans in Meet the Dog Stars. Volume 2
Krypto may be cold as steel to the bad guys but he'll warm your heart with his loyalty to
his proud owner Kevin and his new pals. He starts with the cat next door, to whom he
teaches a valuable lesson about being a hero in The Streaky Story. Babies love Krypto too
after a teleporter gets stuck in Melanie's diaper and it's up to Krypto to clean up the mess
in Diaper Madness. It's neighborly rescue time again when Streaky finds Mechanicat back
on the prowl in Feline Fatale. Next, Kevin sees what it's like to walk in Krypto's paws when
red Kryptonite switches their bodies in Dog-Gone Kevin. And Krypto teams up with
Batman's dog Ace as the two caped canines out-trick The Joker's heinous hyenas in The
Dark Hound Strikes!.
Harbinger Hoping to escape their past, Daniel and Theresa Snyder move their troubled
young daughter Rosalie to a quaint Midwestern town, but they are followed by the evil
they tried to leave behind. When locals begin to die, the Snyders turn to a Native
American seer and uncover a legend that may hold the key to saving their family, or a
path to a grisly end for them and all they hold dear. Screen Media

